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8 degrees Sagittarius

The Angels of the Moon
Also known as

The Angels of

Ramage
Beloved,

Swim downstream with the moon cycles
into emotional oceans
of cosmic bliss.
The moon affects the astral plane,
the plane of emotions.

We initiate the children of light to become masters of the
astral light.
We give divine information on rhythm and periodicity.

Like a nurturing Divine Mother, rhythmic oceans of Divine Flowing
Emotions
cradle each Child of Light,
as if they were a Divine Infant,
ever young, ever beautiful, ever perfect!
Flow with these rhythms and harmonies in emotional Oceans of Life!
By meditating and flowing with divine emotions
that are in tune with the cycles of the moon;
mystical enchantments,
fun,
unity,
and harmony
are birthed from original feelings of divinity,
as Love and Life
blossom into new realities.
We work with the influences of the 28 days of each moon cycle on the
earth.

Through following the still small voice within,
the voice of inner guidance,
swim with emotional magnetic currents of creation
instead of against them.
With deep divine ecstasy and rapture,
frolick in grace and mercy and ease.

"For I have not given you the spirit of fear,
but of joy,
and life everlasting!"

We are prepared to reveal to you the secrets of the 28 moon stations
and their influences on human life,
in the physical,
emotional
and mental aspects,
and to show you how to make practical use of this knowledge.
Success, ease, and lack of effort in manifestation of new realities,
result from emotionally attuning to different stations of the moon,
and flowing with divine feelings and activities appropriate to each one.
Going with the flow of emotional currents of divine magnetism,
is easier than swimming against these currents.
In this way, crops are healthier, life is simpler.
Emotional flows of the moons magnetism carry people forward like
waves,
like currents and tides carrying forth swimming creatures of the waters.

As little children in the arms of our Divine Mother of flowing Love and
Life,
manifest the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth with ease and joy!
Swim with the emotional tides of the moon,
not against them!
This is the time,
in the flowing rhythms of Divine Life,
for the coming together of Alpha and Omega,
BEGINNING and END.
The original purity of all ideas in Divine Mind
manifest flowing currents of Mercy and Grace,
Enlightenment,
Love Divine,
and many other divine emotions.
In these times, the left and the right brain,
the sympathetic and
parasympathetic
nervous systems,
dance rhythmically together
in whole heart-brain awareness.
Flowing with emotions inspired by divine virtues of Ramage,
we help you swim downstream
with the moon cycles
into oceans of cosmic bliss.

Moon cycles are keys to the mastery of mysteries
of LIFE, EMOTION AND THE ASTRAL PLANE.
Remember that flowing emotions are precursors of change in physical
forms.
Emotions are magnetic and attract,
out of infinite potentials in the quantum field,
only manifestations that correspond to their vibrations.
Through the virtues of Ramage,
emotional blessings, rhythms and qualities
of each of the 28 days of the moon cycle are awakened.
The unique character of the different moons of the year are joyfully
embraced and entered.
Appropriate attunements, emotions and knowledge are integrated.
Clear and strong inner guidance is a first key to this process.
Follow guidance from within.
This guidance is the virtue of letter R.
The virtue of inner guidance shines with beautiful glowing golden light
and tones of the musical note of C.
The left side of the nose is formed from this virtue.

LISTEN TO and follow INNER GUIDANCE IN THE HEART,
EACH AND EVERY MOMENT.

In this way, the emotional nature NATURALLY FOLLOWS AND FLOWS
WITH DIVINE RHYTHMS
OF LIFE.
This virtue of clear inner guidance is the earth element,
and its purpose is to manifest Heaven in form,
to guide ever changing creation with Divine Light.
Understanding the original purity of all ideas in Divine Mind
awakens
mystical faculties
such as clairvoyance and clairaudience.
Understanding the original divine ideas of creation causes relaxation
and ease.
Deep inner thought awakens amazing divine artistic talents.
A, softly, as in ahhhhh, is the virtue of enlightenment,
shining with light blue light and forming the lungs.
Transformation and control of imperfection then awakens.
This comes through the ability to recognize and release any negativity
so that it changes into other states that are the highest good of all.
Transformation, the mysteries of life and death,
is the virtue of umlaut A, ae and shines with loamy brown light and
forms the anus.
Transformation is the earth element.
It is necessary to manifest Heaven in form
by keeping the feeling nature PURE AND ATTUNED TO THE HIGHEST
DIVINE VIRTUES,
so that only beauty is attracted into form.

Remember that emotions are absolutely necessary to manifestation.
Being able to feel strongly, not being numbed out emotionally, is a
gateway to
manifestation power.
However, flowing emotion must be the highest good of
all concerned to attract Heaven on Earth.
Keeping the heart open and loving unconditionally,
understanding the power of love to heal all,

is
the choice that allows all negativity to be released back to Divine Being
for changes into other states that are the highest good.
Flowing divine emotions are a necessary requirement of miracles.
A divine desire is visualized with strong faith and magnetized with
strong appropriate emotions.
Healing and CONTROL of flowing emotions
are therefore most important keys to mastery of the physical plane.
Know how to and BE WILLING TO
TRANSFORM ANY imperfect DESIRE, THOUGHT,
EMOTION, OR PHYSICAL SENSATION OR POSSESSION
that no longer serves the highest good of all.
Be willing to let emotions associated with negativity move out
of their present form
and transform into higher expressions of perfection
through release and flowing in safe and loving ways.
Emotions are the water element,
and all water and all emotions must flow freely
to remain pure and full of life force.
As above, so below.
To transform, emotions MUST BE EMBRACED,
not denied,
or projected out onto someone,
bypassed,
or acted out destructively
-- either consciously or unconsciously.
Negative tangible feelings in the body of emotions
must be allowed to flow safely and harmlessly in an atmosphere of safe,
unconditional, all-encompassing validation, love and empathy.
The key is EMPATHY and validation for those parts of the self
that are feeling wounded, ashamed, and afraid or angry.
Emotions are compressed information,
like a zip file on a computer.
By opening a feeling, memories and strong emotions begin to flow.
Just as the body knows
how to heal itself, so do emotions.
To heal, emotions must flow surrounded by love and understanding and
gratitude.

This empathy for the emotions themselves,
gratitude for lessons learned about the importance of emotional
harmlessness,
and understanding and validation for
the parts of the self that are wounded,
heals deep inner emotional trauma
and sets free the perfected inner child of Divine Light.
Just as water purifies through flowing freely,
through flowing in this way, emotions transform instead of stagnate
and are able to naturally heal and evolve into their
highest vibrations.

Then the mind is flooded with lights of highest insights and wisdom.
Emotions contain compressed information.
Even painful or dangerous emotions contain important lessons for the
soul.
It is important to flow with emotions long enough to harvest this
wisdom.
The compressed wisdom contained in emotions reveals important
truths
that are necessary for the souls growth.

This information is why the soul attracted painful situations
and relationships in the first place.
Instead of acting painful emotions out destructively,
or running from painful emotions,
and using techniques that make them go away,
face the dark night of the soul
and heal these old emotions with love
and gratitude for the wisdom gained.
In deep relaxed meditation of loving all emotions,
and loving the wounded parts of the self that are generating them,
feel even more gratitude,
as you reap the rich harvests of wisdom from them
that free you to become harmless to self and others.
Remember that love conquers all.

When you love your emotions instead of hating or fearing them,
when you embrace them with empathy
instead of judging or being ashamed of them,
great healing results and mastery over the astral plane is gained.
Each day of the 28 day moon cycle
and each of the 13 moons of the year
target steps of transformation and transmutation of emotional
energies.
Now you SWIM THE WATERS OF LIFE IN PERFECT HARMONY AND
RHYTHM,
just as the creatures of the sea swim in the waters of Earth.
Flowing divine emotions are the meaning of letter M.

Emotions
are life, flowing, fluidity and change.
The divine virtue of emotions and flowing shines with the most lovely
blue-green light.
It rings musical notes of D.The abdomen, seen as a hollow space, is
formed from this virtue.
Enlightenment and wisdom,
arising from the process of the transformation of feelings,
is the virtue of letter A.
Remember that this virtue is the essence of ease and relaxation.
Flowing emotions of divine Grace and Mercy, the virtue of letter G,
continually wash the waters of life over each being
who lovingly flows with emotions in rhythms and cycles of cleansing and
renewal.
Shining with deep grass green light, grace and mercy ring musical
notes of F.
The left eye is formed from this consciousness.
Living in this way, swimming in natural emotional seas of bliss and
blessings,
naturally attunes consciousness to OMNIPRESENT DIVINE LIFE AND
ENLIGHTENMENT.
Omnipresence is the virtue of the final letter E, shining with deep
violet light and musical notes of D.The whole spine is formed from this
virtue.
As you ask for guidance, the wonders and magnificence of
EMOTIONAL
MAGNETIC UNITY
of omnipresent Divinity
in the oceans of life are astounding and beautiful.

Through following inner guidance,
swim the emotional magnetic currents
of creation instead of against them,
frolicking in grace and mercy and ease.
Become masters of the astral light.
MIRACLES

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth,
and the angels who work with him or her. The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.

Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from THE PRACTICE
OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

**********

Feel free to share these messages.
To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!

